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Abstract flown in formation to serve a measuring station
(fig. la). For this flight, the JetStar wind-
A flight program was carried out to deter- shield wipers were removed to give a cleaner con-
mine the variation of noise level with distance figuration. Prior tests had shown that the
from a model high-speed propeller. Noise meas- wipers, by their influence on the fuselage bound-
urements were obtained at different distances ary layer, affected the sound pressure measured
from a SR-3 propeller mounted on a JetStar air- on the fuselage. Based on directivity data from
craft, with the test instrumentation mounted on a reported flight tests(3), the area of maximum
Learjet flown in formation. The propeller was sound pressure was identified as being slightly
operated at 0.8 m flight Mach number, 1.12 heli- behind the propeller plane of rotation. During
cal tip Mach number and at 0.7 flight Mach num- the flight test, the Learjet was flown in the
ber, 1.0 helical tip Mach number. The instantan- vicinity of this maximum at flight Mach numbers
eous pressure from individual blades was observed of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8, and generally at 9100 m al-
to rise faster at the 0.8 flight speed, than at titude. At these conditions, the Learjet main-
the 0.7 M flight speed. The measured levels ap- tained at selected microphone distances ranging
peared to decrease in good agreement with a 6 dB/ from about 16 to 100 m from the turboprop
doubling of distance decay, over the measure- (fig. Ib).
ment range of approximately 16 m to 100 m dis-
tance. Further extrapolation, to the distances The reported test program required the extra
represented by a community, would suggest that efforts of a number of individuals from both NASA
the propagated levels during cruise would not Centers. Among them were Paul Lasagna and Robert
cause a serious community annoyance. Cohn of Dryden Field Center and Earl Boyer and
William Rieke of Lewis Research Center.
Introduction Equipment Description
One of the requirements for the next genera- Propeller Characteristicstion of commercial aircraft is for a powerplant
with low noise levels as well as high efficien- The propeller used in this test program is
cy. High-tip-speed propellers, or turboprops, shown in figure 2. This is an eight-bladed, ad-
offer the promise of significant fuel savings, so
vanced design propeller, designated as SR-3. The
the noise characteristics are being seriously SR-3 propeller,(I-3) which was 62 cm (24 in.)
studied. During the past few years, NASA has had in diameter, was extensively tested. For the
several 0.62 m (24 in.) diameter model propellers purpose of propeller flight testing, the JetStar
built and tested for noise levels. As part of aircraft was modified by the addition of the sup-this program, nearfield and fuselage acoustic
pressure measurements have been made because of a port pylon and an air turbine drive using low
cabin noise concern. These acoustic measurements pressure bleed air from the JetStar engines. The
have been made both in wind tunnels with flow and propeller was driven at approximately 149 kW
in flight(l-4). Measurements had been made4 (200 hp) at its 9100 m (30,000 ft.) altitude, 0.8
only to 3 m (10 ft.) distance, flight Mach number cruise condition.
Since these high-speed propellers are Measurement Equipment
designed for operation,_tr_upersonic tip speeds,
there was some concern£ °,_) that the noise lev- To prepare for the test program inflight
els generated and propagated at these design con- measurements, it was first necessary to instru-
ditions might be higher than those to which one ment the Learjet aircraft. Four miniature pres-
is accustomed during subsonic operation. During sure transducers of the type shown in figure 3
supersonic-tip-speed operation, it was speculated were flush mounted in two locations on the air-
that shock waves might propagate from the blade craft surface. The transducer is a 2 psig piezo-
tips. Because these pressures may propagate electric unit, vented through a small tube in the
without spherical spreading they would then be back. Its sensitivity is nominally 190 dB/V.
atteDuated at less than the 6 dB/doubling One pair of transducers was located on the plate
rate(5,6). It became desirable to determine if (fig. 4) mounted on the right tip tank (fig. 5),
this was a consideration of importance in extra- as a replacement for the standard strobe and nav-
r polating noise levels from a propeller in flight, igation light assembly. The second pair was
mounted on the aircraft nose, beneath the right
To explore the possibility of this reduced side angle-of-attack indicator (fig. 6).
propatation rate and the potential community an-
noyance problem during propeller supersonic-tip- Additional support equipment such as a tape
speed operation, a flight test progra _ was com- recorder, spectrum analyzer, signal conditioners
pleted that used the SR-3 propeller_a; mounted and amplifiers were mounted in racks inside the
on a JetStar as a test source, and a Learjet Learjet. During the test, the tape recorder was
I
m.
run continuouslyat 15 ips, and in addition to obtained by subtractingmeasured broadband from
the four pressure signals, a time code and pro- tone levels.
peller once revolutionsynchronizationpulse were
recorded. The propeller once/revolutionsignal
was transmittedfrom the JetStar by a UHF Results and Discussion
telemetry link. At the beginning of each data
point, the pressure signal levelswere checked on First, some backgroundcomments on the data "
a scope to confirm that the amplifier levels were will be made. At distances beyond 100 m, the
appropriate,and the time was then noted, propeller tone could not be detected. Also, even
at 16 m (53 ft.) the propeller tone could not be
detected at 0.6 Mach number flight speed. ThereThe position of the transducers (nose and
were other limits to the measurements. There was
wingtip pairs) relative to the propeller was de- a broadband noise floor of about 105 dB in the
termined from calculationsinvolvingthe loca- 7 Hz bandwidth analyses that could have had sev-
tions of the transducersrelative to a camera eral sources. Some extraneous features in the
station and informationfrom pictures taken from noise spectra were the Learjet's engine tone
the Learjet of the SR-3 propeller. The camera sensed by the nose transducersand occasional low
station is shown (fig. 7) as operated. On the frequency contaminationfrom the Learjet'selec-
ground, reference pictures were taken of the pro- tric power system.
peller from the anticipatedflight orientation,
at known distances,with the same camera and
lens. During the flight test, pictures were Pressure Waveform
taken of the propeller as acoustic data were
being recorded; in addition, elevation and azi- A feature of some interest was the appear-
muth angles were noted from the protractors ance of the pressure waveform. Since the propel-
mounted on the left and bottom of the camera ler blades are turning at relative tip speeds of
swivel. By comparing the image dimensionsof 1.0 and 1.12 Mach numbers at the 0.7 and 0.8 Mach
flight and reference pictures the distance be- number (cruise) air speeds, it was thought that
tween aircraft was determined, some evidence of impulsivenoise associatedwith
shock waves on the blade trailing edge(4)might
In identifyingthe transducers,the two be observed. To aid in observing the pressure,
pressure transducersat the front of the Learjet the SR-3 propeller tachometer signal was used in
are called either transducersi and 2, or nose the data reduction to define the start of a
transducers;the two in the wing are designated single revolution. By adding together several
either transducers3 and 4 or wing tip revolutionsof pressure data, an enhanced averagetransducers.
pressure waveform was obtained. However, because
the relative separation between the two aircraftThe JetStar instrumentation that will be
referred to in this report consists of a line of varied, the time for the propeller sound to prop-
microphones mounted on the fuselage beneath the agate to the microphones varied; this variation
propeller (fig. 2). was about 5 percent at the most. During thosetimes that the aircraft separation was relatively
constant, a constructive average pressure was
Fliqht Procedure obtained; at other times the average pressure
would approach zero as the sound pressure waves
The acoustic data that are presented is de- would cancel. Only constructive averages were
rived from a flight test on August 30, 1982. For analyzed.
this flight, the JetStar was operated by NASA-
Dryden personnel, the Learjet by NASA-Lewis per- The pressure waveform displayed in figure 9
sonnel. The JetStar was flown at 0.6 Mach number was averaged over 32 revolutions of the propel-
at 6100 m (20,000 ft.) altitude and at 0.7 and ler. This data comes from one of the wing tip
0.8 flight Mach numbers at 9100 m (30,000 ft.) transducers at 16 m (25 propeller diameters) with
altitude. The instrumented Learjet was flown in the SR-3 at a tip helical Mach number of 1.01.
formation with the JetStar, in the same horizon- It shows a distinctive increase and decrease in
tal plane and slightly behind the propeller plane pressure that is similar for the eight blades. A
of rotation. This position was chosen in accord- similar example of averaged pressure appears in
ance with figure 8, reproduced from reference 3 figure lOa for the relative Mach number of 1.13.
that shows nearfield blade passage frequency tone At this condition, the pattern of individual
level contours generated from previous flight blade pressure is somewhat more distinctive and
test data. As the directivity pattern indicates, similar from blade to blade. The higher frequen-
levels are greater on the propeller's left side. cy variation superimposed on the averaged pres-
Consequently the Learjet was flown (fig. i) on sure does not appear to occur at the propeller
that side, approximately 10° behind the plane of rate. With four times the number of averages,
rotation, the peak-to-peak variation (fig. lOb) is reduced
as would then be expected. Figure 11 indicates
the less distinctive waveform present at greater
Table I lists the test points in sequence, distances (34 m).
with some of the propeller operational parameters
as monitored. Table II lists the calculated
distances from the propeller to the wing tip and Propeller Tone Steadiness
nose microphones on the Learjet, and also lists
the azimuthal angle (in the horizontal plane) As part of the analysis, the pressure data
between the propeller axis and the microphone were examined to confirm that the measurement of
stations. Table III contains values of fundamen- variations in SR-3 noise level with distance was
tal and second harmonic sound levels; these were not compromised by an uncontrolled variation of
propeller characteristicswith time. To assess scatter is due to variation inthe azimuthal
this possibility,the variation in tone level at angle as will be discussed in the next section.
a given test point was examined.
The 0.7 Mach number flight speed data is
For this analysis, a one-second running presented (fig. 16) in a similar way. No tone
averageof the SR-3 fundamental tone (1,000Hz) was observed in the data at aircraft separations
was plotted as a function of time. The behavior greater than about 30 m. The 6 dB/doublingat-
of each of the four pressure transducersat 0.8 tenuation reference lines are again shown.
flight Mach number air speed and 16 m aircraft
separation is illustrated(fig. 12) for a one-
minute run. Individualcurves for each pair are At twice blade passage frequency, the varia-
- slightly offset so as to more clearly show the tion with distance of the SR-3 propeller noise,
variation. The nose transducers,during this at 0.8 Mach number flight speed, also agrees with
period of time, sense about a 2 dB variation, the acoustic attenuationrate of 6 dB/doublingof
Some of this variation is due to the variation in distance over the range of distances studied
aircraft separation. Based on a series of camera (fig. 17). A similar evaluation (fig. 18) for
pictures taken at each test point, this might 0.7 Mach number flight speed yields results which
contribute as much as 0.5 dB to the variation, indicate a higher sound level at the nose
The wing tip transducersare near a peak in the transducersthan at the wing transducers. This
directional pattern of the SR-3 noise field, and result indicates that a different tone directiv-
they therefore would be more sensitive to rela- ity may exist for the second harmonics at this
tive aircraft movement. An additionaltime his- low helical tip Mach number.
tory is shown in figure 13 which compares the
variation at the two closest locations (16 and
34 m). In computing the noise spectra levels Farfield Directivity
shown later, a 37 second averaging time was used,
which should be sufficientto reduce the varia- Since the Learjet's position varied not only
bility at a given aircraft separationto a small in separationdistance, but also to some degree
fraction of the difference between locations, in azimuthal angle (horizontalplane) it was
possible to obtain some limited informationabout
the SR-3 sound directivitypattern, and also
about sound attenuation:asa function of radia-
tion angle.
Noise Level Variationwith Distance
Figure 19 presents the projected azimuthal
The main purpose of this flight test program angle as a function of distance between trans-
was to determine over what range of distance, if ducer and propeller for the test points in this
any, the variation of propeller tone level was study. The target angle held by the Learjet
compatiblewith a 6 dB/doublingextrapolation, pilots was about 100°, or 10° behind the SR-3
In calculatingor predictingcommunity noise as a plane of rotation. At greater separations,this
result of aircraft operation at cruise condi- angle is approached at all transducers. Obvious-
tions, the attenuationrate is important, ly at closer distances, a greater difference in
Reference 5 discusses the possibilityof shock angle exists between the nose and wing tip trans-
noise being generated in addition to subsonic ducer positions.
propeller noise and being attenuated so slowly as
to reduce the net attenuationof propeller noise Directivityinformationwas obtained for the
with distance. References 5 and 6 suggest a propeller fundamentaltone sound field for those
15 dB/decade rather than a 20 dB/decade rate for microphoneson the JetStar fuselage. This near
use in predicting farfield levels;these rates field data was reduced from JetStar data tapes
correspond to a reduction in sound pressure level recorded simultaneouslywith the Learjet data
of 4.5 dB and 6 dB respectively,for each tapes. The data of figure 15 were extrapolated
doubling of distance, to the 0.8 m (2.6 ft.) sideline at which the
JetStarmicrophoneswere located, providing far-
A typical noise spectrum is presented in field directivityover the range from about 85 to
figure 14. These data, from a wing tip trans- 115 degrees. (There will be some uncertaintyin
ducer, are for 0.8 Mach number flight speed, the farfield data because of a variation in ele-
9100 altitude, 1.12 tip helical Mach number and vation above and below the propeller centerline
17 m distance. The fundamentalblade passage of about + 7 degrees total; the JetStar fuselage
frequency tone appears at about 1000 Hz, and microphonTs are in a single horizontalplane).
three harmonics are also observable above the The farfield data at angles less than about 100°
baseline. At this frequency resolution (7 Hz), were extrapolatedto the fuselage location by a
no other harmonics were observed;with finer 6 dBldoublingrate. The agreement (fig. 20) is
resolution,the small differences in frequency good for these data, indicatingthat spherical
. due to propeller speed variation had the effect spreading exists at these angles.
of spreading the tones among several adjacent
spectrum bands. Consequentlythe data were ana-
lyzed with no finer resolution. The farfield data beyond 100° were extra-
p polated in three different ways. The data were
Figure 15 shows the fundamentaltone sound first extrapolatedat 6 dBldoubling. This rate
pressure level at the 0.8 Mach number flight overestimatesthe near field levels. Because the
speed over the range of distances of 16 to 91 m. N-wave pressures of figures 9 and 10 resemble
The lines faired through the data are for an at- shocks, and pressure shocks are thought(5,6)to
tenuation rate of 6 dBldoubling. Both wing tip decay at a 4.5 dBldoublingrate, the farfield
and nose transducer data are in fairly good data were next extrapolatedat this rate. This
agreement with this rate. Part of the apparent
rate underestimates the nearfield level. Finally References
the farfield data are extrapolated using the
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Table I - Test Sequence
Test point Nominal aircraft Air speed Helical tip Corrected Advance
number separation (Mach number) speed Rpm ratio
(m) (Mach number)
1 30 .63 .83 4180 3.62
2 120 .63 .83 4170 3.60
3 90 .63 .83 4180 3.61
4 15 .63 .84 4190 3.61
5 30 .80 1.12 5640 3.17
6 240 .80 1.12 5640 3.17
7 120 .80 1.12 5640 3.17
8 90 .80 1.13 5660 3.17
9 15 .80 1.13 5670 3.17
10 60 .79 1.11 5600 3.15
11 30 .79 1.12 5640 3.16
12 240 .80 1.12 5660 3.16
13 120 .80 1.13 5670 3.17
14 90 .80 1.12 5670 3.16
15 15 .80 1.13 5660 3.16
16 30 .72 1.02 5290 3.14
17 120 .71 1.00 5230 3.16
18 15 .72 1.01 5240 3.16
Note: For point 10, the Learjet was throttled back and the JetStar flown
past. The nominal separation was that determined at the closest
point.
Table II - Propeller Distances
point Wing tip transducers Nose transducers
number
Distance to Azimuthal Distance to Azimuthal
propeller (ft.) m angle from propeller (ft.) m angle from
)ropeller (de9.) propeller (deg.)
i (109) 33 107° (121) 37 93 °
2 (547) 167 i01 ° (560) 171 99°
3 (338) 103 i010 (351) 107 97 °
4 (59) 18 113° (71) 22 89°
5 (I11) 34 105° (124) 38 91°
6 ---
7 (357) 109 102° (369) 112 98°
8 (299) 91 102° (312) 95 98 °
9 (54) 16 117° (65) 20 89°
I0 ---
Ii (148) 45 105° (160) 49 95°
12 (1279) 390 99° (1292) 394 97°
13 (496) 151 99° (510) 155 95°
14 (323) 98 100° (337) 103 96°
15 (57) 17 111° (70) 21 86 °
16 (125) 38 104° (139) 42 92°
17 (544) 166 99° (558) 170 96°
18 (53) 16 114° (62) 19 87°
Table III - Transducer Data
..
point BPF level Second harmonic BPF level
number
NO. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No, 4
I
2
3
4
5 104.5 104. 114.5 115. 95. 95. 102. 102.
6
7
8 98. 98. 103. 102.5
9 112.5 111.5 122. 122. 103. 103. 108. 107.
i0
11 106.5 105.5 113. 113.5 93. 94. 98.5 99.
12
13
14
15 109. 109. 120.5 121. 100. 100. 105. 104.5
16 105. 105.5 108.5 106.5 97.5 98. 99. 98.5
17
18 108.5 108.5 116. 115. 106.5 106. 102.5 101.5
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